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Agenda

• 9.00am to 10:00am: Coffee and Networking

• 10.00am to 10.15am: Introductions and objectives HL Partnership

• 10.15am to 10.55am Better Protection Conversations Royal London

• 10.55am to 11.25am A view on claims and underwriting Aegon

• 11.25am to 11:40am Break

• 11.40am to 12.10pm Impaired Lives The Exeter

• 12.10pm to 12.45pm The value of Trust HL Partnership

• 12.45 pm Lunch



Agenda

• 1.30pm to 2.00pm Compliance Update HL Partnership

• 2.00pm to 2.45pm HlpCRM HL Partnership

• 2.45pm to 3.00pm Break

• 3.00pm to 3.45pm HlpCRM HL Partnership



Technology is changing everything!

In the future, will the most successful

financial services company not only

have no products but also no advisers

of it’s own?



The Fintech ecosystem has changed the 
finance landscape

The Fintech Ecosystem

Insurtechs RegTech Artificially Intelligent Robo-advisors

Blockchain & Bitcoin Digital Banks Alternative Finance

Payments & Remittances

A selective snapshot of FinTechs by sub-category; SOURCE: Business Insider UK
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Converging factors mean the age of 
Artificial Intelligence is almost upon us

Cost of computing is falling Data is everywhere

Everything is now being 

connected

Machine Learning is here



Will Alexa do for AI, what the iPhone 
did for mobile apps?
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Steps

• The Gap

• Reinforce the solution

• Check the details

• There is never a good time

• Set the budget



1.Understand your client's employee benefits. Until you do, 

it's impossible to make recommendations 

2.Prove that claims are paid. Most providers now publish 

their statistics. 

3.Make sure your client understands which occupation class 

they are being covered under so that there's no nasty 

surprises at claim stage

4.Explain that long term illness is age irrelevant and can strike 

whenever 

5.Set premium expectations at the outset so a client isn't 

surprised should they learn that the premium has been 

increased due to a lifestyle or health factor









• Tell me what would happen if………

• Explain how that would make you feel……

• Describe the impact on you/your family
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HELP FROM US
USE OUR SALES AID
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At the end of this session you will….

• Understand how to use Royal London Marketing 
Studio to help you manage common client 
objections

• Have an understanding of the enhancements we 
have made to our Critical Illness Proposition

LEARNING
OBJECTIVES



IDENTIFYING 
OBJECTIONS

Stalls

• Statements to halt proceedings?  
• Lack of understanding?
• Issue with your Sales Process?

Solutions

• Reasons ‘I don’t need it’
• ‘I would take protection but I already have a 

solution…’



IDENTIFYING 
OBJECTIONS

• ‘I can’t afford it’

• ‘I don’t think I need it’

• ‘I would apply for State Benefits’

• ‘Let me think about it’?



IDENTIFYING 
OBJECTIONS

• ‘I can’t afford it’

• ‘I don’t think I need it’

• ‘I would apply for State Benefits’

• ‘Let me think about it’?



ROYAL LONDON ADVISER TOOLS
CALCULATORS – I CAN’T AFFORD IT

Lifestyle CalculatorAffordability Calculator
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IDENTIFYING 
OBJECTIONS

• ‘I can’t afford it’

• ‘I don’t think I need it’

• ‘I would apply for State Benefits’

• ‘Let me think about it’?



MARKETING STUDIO
RISK REPORTS – I DON’T THINK I NEED IT?

Risk Report CI Report IP Report



MARKETING STUDIO
RISK REPORTS – I DON’T THINK I NEED IT?

Risks faced by a male and 
female of working age:
• both aged 30
• Non-smokers
• Planned retirement

age of 65 

Source: studio.royallondon.com



IDENTIFYING 
OBJECTIONS

• ‘I can’t afford it’

• ‘I don’t think I need it’

• ‘I would apply for State Benefits’

• ‘Let me think about it’?



SUPPORT FOR THE BEREAVED
PRIOR TO 6TH APRIL 2017

• Tax-free bereavement payment of £2,000
• Bereavement allowance (no children*)

�age 45 or over 
�between £34.11 a week and £113.70 a week 
(depending on age) for 52 weeks

Or

• Widowed parent allowance (with children*)
�maximum of £113.70 a week payable while eligible 
to receive child benefit

• Unmarried couples – no support

*under 20 in full time education

Source: Benefits & credits, gov.uk Aug 2017



PROBLEMS ON DEATH
FROM 6TH APRIL 2017

• If there are no children*:
� Tax-free lump sum payment of £2,500 
� Plus £100 a month payable for up to 18 

months

• If there are children*:
� Tax-free lump sum payment of £3,500 
� Plus £350 a month payable for up to 18 

months

• Unmarried couples – no support

*under 20 in full time education

Source: Benefits & credits, gov.uk Aug 2017
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WINNER OR LOSER?
FROM APRIL 6TH 2017

If already claiming under the existing 
scheme – no change

For parents:

• Maximum payment under old 
system*: £120,134 
(£2,000 + £113.70 a week for up to 19 years, 11 
months, 3 weeks)

• Maximum payment under new 
system: £9,800
(£3,500 + £350 a month for 18 months)

Source: Benefits & credits, gov.uk Aug 2017

*Assuming the child is newly born when the parent dies



HELP FROM US
USE OUR SALES AID



IDENTIFYING 
OBJECTIONS

• ‘I can’t afford it’

• ‘I don’t think I need it’

• ‘I would apply for State Benefits’

• ‘Let me think about it’?
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LET ME THINK ABOUT IT?
FREE COVER

How do my clients get free cover?

• You complete an application form for Personal 
Menu, Business Menu, Relevant Life Plan (clients 
under age 60)
• You’ve completed a direct debit 

What am I covered for?

• Life Cover (up to £1m)
• Critical Illness cover (up to £500k)
• Income Protection (up to £25k p.a.)
• Total Permanent Disability (work tasks)
• Free Fracture Cover 
• Hospitalisation Cover



ENHANCED
CRITICAL ILLNESS COVER



CHILDREN’S CRITICAL ILLNESS COVER
THE NEED FOR COVER

No one likes to think of a child becoming critically ill, 
but it does happen

• 100,000 children and young people are estimated to 

be living with serious health needs in the UK1

• Children’s critical illness was the fourth main 

reason for a claim on our Critical Illness Cover in 

20162

• And the average age of a child at claim was just eight 

years2

Sources: 1. Impact Report: Building on a Decade of Care, wellchild.org.uk, 2017. 
2. Royal London UK protection business claims paid (1 January to 31 December 2016).



MADE TO MEASURE
HOW WE CAN HELP

Enhanced Children’s Critical Illness Cover

Our most comprehensive cover, tailored for families to provide 
cover from pregnancy to young adulthood.

Standard Children’s Critical Illness Cover

Covers children for our 45 main critical illness conditions.

No Children’s Critical Illness Cover

If clients don’t have children we don’t think they should pay for 
extra cover they're not going to claim on.

We now have three Children’s Critical Illness Cover options to 

meet your clients’ needs and budgets.



MADE TO MEASURE
ENHANCED CHILDREN CRITICAL ILLNESS COVER

12 child-specific
conditions

Extra additional 

condition:

pregnancy complications

45 main critical illness 
conditions

14 additional
conditions

Pay out on the death
of a child

Cover for terminal 
illness



MADE TO MEASURE
ENHANCED CHILDREN CRITICAL ILLNESS COVER

12 child-specific
conditions

Extra additional 

condition:

pregnancy complications

45 main critical illness 
conditions

14 additional
conditions

Pay out on the death
of a child

Cover for terminal 
illness

50% of adult cover up 
to £50,000



ENHANCED CHILDREN'S CRITICAL ILLNESS COVER
12 CHILD SPECIFIC CONDITIONS

12 child-specific
conditions

We’re committed to offering your clients cover where 

it matters. That's why we've focused on conditions 

that are most common among babies and young children

� Cerebral palsy

� Child diabetes mellitus type 1 - requiring 
permanent insulin injections

� Child intensive care benefit - requiring 
mechanical ventilation for seven days

� Craniosynotosis - requiring surgery

� Cystic fibrosis

� Down’s syndrome

� Edwards syndrome

� Hydrocephalus - treated with the 
insertion of a shunt

� Muscular dystrophy

� Osteogenesis imperfecta

� Patau syndrome

� Spina bifida



MADE TO MEASURE
ENHANCED CHILDREN CRITICAL ILLNESS COVER

12 child-specific
conditions

Extra additional 

condition:

pregnancy complications

45 main critical illness 

conditions

14 additional
conditions

Pay out on the death
of a child

Cover for terminal 
illness

50% of adult cover up 
to £50,000



MADE TO MEASURE
ENHANCED CHILDREN CRITICAL ILLNESS COVER

12 child-specific
conditions

Extra additional 

condition:

pregnancy complications

45 main critical illness 
conditions

14 additional
conditions

Pay out on the death
of a child

Cover for terminal 
illness

50% of adult cover 
up to £50,000



MADE TO MEASURE
ENHANCED CHILDREN CRITICAL ILLNESS COVER

12 child-specific
conditions

Extra additional 

condition:

pregnancy complications

45 main critical illness 
conditions

14 additional

conditions
Pay out on the death

of a child

Cover for terminal 
illness

25% of adult cover up 
to £25,000



MADE TO MEASURE
ENHANCED CHILDREN CRITICAL ILLNESS COVER

12 child-specific
conditions

Extra additional 

condition:

pregnancy complications

45 main critical illness 
conditions

14 additional
conditions

Pay out on the death
of a child

Cover for terminal 
illness

£5,000 for each 
affected Pregnancy



ENHANCED CHILDREN'S CRITICAL ILLNESS COVER
9 PREGNANCY COMPLICATIONS

Our new additional condition gives parents-to-be reassurance that they’ll 
have some financial support if they experience difficulties during pregnancy

Disseminated Intravascular

Coagulation (DIC)

Foetal death in utero after at 

least 20 weeks gestation

Still birth after at least

24 weeks gestation
New born intensive care

Neo-natal death – at least 20 

weeks gestation

Eclampsia (excluding

pre-eclampsia)

Ectopic pregnancy with 

surgery to remove a 

fallopian tube

Placental abruption

(excluding placenta praevia)

Hydatidiform mole



MADE TO MEASURE
ENHANCED CHILDREN CRITICAL ILLNESS COVER

12 child-specific
conditions

Extra additional 

condition:

pregnancy complications

45 main critical illness 
conditions

14 additional
conditions

Pay out on the death

of a child

Cover for terminal 
illness

£5,000 on the death 
of a child



MADE TO MEASURE
FULLY FLEXIBLE PROTECTION

When it comes to children’s cover, there's no one-size-fits-all. 

Families all have different needs – which change over the 

years

• Clients can change their Children’s Critical Illness Cover option at 
any time during the term of their plan

• They can upgrade their cover with no underwriting



MADE TO MEASURE
FULLY FLEXIBLE PROTECTION

Menu Plan for a couple – an example

Jeremy and Emma are both 30 next birthday
They’re about to buy a house and want cover in place 
to help protect their mortgage:

• £100,000 joint Life or Critical Illness Cover without

Children's Critical Illness Cover: 
£45.64  a month – including plan charge

• £100,000 joint Life or Critical Illness Cover with Standard Children's 
Critical Illness Cover: £46.32  a month – including plan charge

• They can amend their Critical Illness Cover to include Enhanced 
Children’s Critical Illness Cover for £53.88  a month – including plan charge

Quotes are based on guaranteed rates and on clients aged 30 next birthday and who are non-smokers. Plan term 
is 30 years and premium includes a £2.60 plan charge. Premiums are correct as at 29 January 2018.



CHILDREN'S CRITICAL ILLNESS COVER
SUMMARY

Cover for terminal 
illness

Pay out on the death
of a child

12 child-specific
conditions

14 additional
conditions

45 main critical illness 
conditions

Extra additional 

condition:

pregnancy complications

Three options to suit

needs and budgets

Fully flexible protection

Plus practical and emotional support from 
Helping Hand 



HELP FROM US
USE OUR SALES AID



THANK
YOU

adviser.royallondon.com/protection

The Royal London Mutual Insurance Society Limited is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority.
The firm is on the Financial Services Register, registration number 117672. It provides life assurance and pensions. Registered in England and Wales number 99064. Registered office: 55 Gracechurch
Street, London EC3V 0RL. Royal London Marketing Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and introduces Royal London’s customers to other insurance companies.
The firm is on the Financial Services Register, registration number 302391. Registered in England and Wales number 4414137. Registered office: 55 Gracechurch Street, London EC3V 0RL.

PRP9PN0015 April 2018
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Claims and underwriting - what does 
good look like?

Mark Godding

National Account Manager

This presentation is for intermediaries only. 
It mustn’t be distributed to, or relied on by, cust omers.
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Life cover
A claims story

What does good look like?

Joe, age 39, and Lynn, age 34, took out 
life protection with total permanent 
disability (TPD) on a joint-life basis in 
January 2005, over a 12-year term.

They were both non-smokers, who drank 
minimal amounts of alcohol. Neither of 
them had any medical disclosures.
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Terminal illness claim – October 2015
A claims story

What does good look like?

• Joe was diagnosed with non-Hodgkin lymphoma – a 
form of cancer. 

• Lynn claimed using our tele-claims service.

• Unfortunately following chemotherapy, his condition was 
classed as terminal.

• He was given six to eight weeks life expectancy.

Do you think this is a valid claim? Do you have any concerns?

Before his diagnosis Joe was fit and healthy, but began experiencing sweats, tiredness and pain in 
his abdomen. Until September 2004, he smoked 10 cigarettes a day. 
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Did we pay the claim?
A claims story

What does good look like?

Yes – we paid the claim in full.

We may have reached an entirely different decision had he not remained a non-smoker.

Strictly speaking we should have only paid a 
proportionate payment due to smoking 
misrepresentation.

But – Joe was a non-smoker throughout the 10-year 
term of his policy.

As he was in the process of giving up when he 
applied for cover we felt this was the right thing to do.



6262What does good look like?

Our 2017 claims 
experience
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Latest figures
Critical illness claims history

Sources: CIExpert Research, 1 May 2018
1 Aegon Claims paid 2017, May 2018

Claims paid Claims declined Due to non-
disclosure

Not meeting the 
claim definition

Year

Aegon 1 93.6% 6.4% 1.5% 4.9% 2017

AIG 93.0% 7.0% - - 2017

Aviva 2 93.2% 6.8% 1.2% 5.2% 2017

Legal & General 3 91.7% 8.3% 2017

LV= 91.8% 8.2% 1.0% 7.2% 2016

Old Mutual Wealth 94.6% 5.4% 1.3% 4.1% 2017

Royal London 92.2% 7.8% 7.0% 0.8% 2016

Scottish Widows 93.2% 6.8% 1.8% 5.0% 2016

VitalityLife 93.0% 7.0% - - 2016

Zurich 4 95.0% 5.0% 3.0% 2.0% 2017

2 Cover, Aviva pays 97.2% of protection claims in 2017, May 2018
3 Legal & General, May 2018
4 Zurich, May 2018
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Total claims volumes and amounts

Volume of 
claims paid

Value of 
claims paid 

(£)

Volume of claims 
declined due to 

misrepresentation

Value of claims 
declined due to 

misrepresentatio
n (£) 

Volume of claims 
declined due to not 

met 
definition/policy 

exclusion

Value of claims 
declined due to not 

met definition/policy 
exclusion (£)

Paid rate for all 
claims 2017

(2016)

Life 687 58.1m 11 1.13m 2 467,000 98% (98%)

Terminal 
illness

211 23.7m 3 192,000 10 1.0m 94% (95%)

Critical illness 437 37.6m 7 534,300 23 2.54m 94% (95%)

Income 
protection

24 426,000   
a year

0 0
a year

1 23,100 
a year

96% (85%)

TPD 17 728,000 2 60,000 5 742,000 71% (81%)

Waiver 84 46,900     
a year

6 2,300 
a year

1 256 
a year

92% (97%)

Total 1460 120.7m 1

plus 
472,900   
a year 

29 1.92m 1 42 4.78m 1

Source: Aegon claims paid, January to December 2017

What does good look like?

1 Excluding income protection and waiver
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What’s working well
The claims process

1. Electronic death certificates 2. Payment details over phone 3. Behavioural economics

4. Tele claims 5. Claimant supplied information 6. Use of email

What does good look like?
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Other points to consider

Funeral pledge

Electronic medical 
records for claims

Electronic signatures 
across the business Approach to vulnerable 

customers

Government bereavement 
benefit changes
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Underwriting

What does good look like?
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Best practice and disclosure

• Smoking and e-cigarettes – does it involve nicotine?

• You can never ‘over disclose’ – smear tests/routine mammogram.

• Awkward disclosures – alcohol, drugs, sexually transmitted 
infections, mental health.

• Language barriers.

• Large sum assured cases – reason for cover/justification of levels.

• GP reports (GPRs) – going digital, screenings for younger 
customers, non medical limits.

• Signing and returning client declarations.

What does good look like?



69New protection online service

Technology change speeds service

• Quicker underwriting decisions – for both 
clean and rated lives.

• Access to estimated prices as you progress 
through the application – helping you better 
manage your clients’ expectations.

• A modern, streamlined online service that 
works on all browsers and devices.

• More flexibility in how you submit protection 
business to us.
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Challenge customer 
perceptions

What does good look like?
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Health and well being service

• Loss of a family member or friend.

• Diagnosis of a medical condition.

• Emotional issues.

• Marital and relationship concerns.

• Family concerns (for example childcare).

• Work related concerns.

• Consumer rights, legal and debt issues.

PIC FROM SALES AID FROM ROY

What does good look like?
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The hidden truths of protection

83% of people who purchased a protection policy were unaware 
that providers publish claims statistics.

Most people think less than 90% of life protection claims in the UK 
are paid each year – we paid over 98%.

Most people think less than 90% of critical illness claims in the UK 
are paid each year – we paid over 93%.

Most people think less than 80% of income protection claims in the 
UK are paid each year – we actually paid 96%.

Source: Aegon Protection Survey research, March 2017 and Aegon claims statistics, 2017

Research undertaken on sample of 571 respondents from the Aegon Customer and Consumer panel, surveyed in March 2017.  
Their answers were based on the UK protection industry.

What does good look like?
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Why do people claim?

42% of our life protection claims were as a result of cancer.

23% of our life protection claims were as a result of heart-
related conditions.

Cancer, heart attack and stroke accounted for 80% of our 
critical illness claims.

29% of our income protection claims were as a result of 
cancer. 

Source: Aegon claims statistics, 2017

What does good look like?
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Look how much we paid out in 2017
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Key points to remember from today…

• We pay claims more often than customers expect for life protection, 
critical illness protection and income protection.

• The claims process is working well and we’re continuing to make 
improvements.

• Best practice and disclosure help your clients get the cover they 
need and support higher numbers of claims paid.

• If in doubt call our pre-submission underwriting helpline 
on 03457 83 54 73.
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Aegon is a brand names of Scottish Equitable plc. Scottish Equitable plc, registered office: Edinburgh Park, Edinburgh, EH12 9SE. Registered in 
Scotland (No. 144517). Authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential 
Regulation Authority. Financial Services Register number 165548. An Aegon company. aegon.co.uk  © 2018 Aegon UK plc

Thank you

Mark Godding
National Account Manager

Shea Ferber
shea.ferber@aegon.co.uk
0131 338 5907 

What does good look like?

PROT377265/06/18

Emma Wood 
emma.wood@aegon.co.uk
0131 338 5958
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Life Cover for hard to 
insure clients 



Agenda

� Ill health and the problem with protection

� Insight and opportunity

� Managed Life by The Exeter

� Who to target

� Impaired lives

� Our cover and application process

� Income Protection Update



� Protection should be one of the key foundations of financial 
planning and an integral part of mortgage advice.

� Your clients continue to ignore the risks 
– “it won’t happen to me.”

� Protection is often a harder recommendation than 
it should be. 

� The process gets even harder for clients 
with medical conditions (past or present). 

The problem



Ill health happens 

Fact check



The importance of protection, isn’t getting through

� A potential market of millions, currently with low protection 
penetration but when asked this group is warm to the concept 
of protection.  

An opportunity to meet real customer need 



A protection gap? No longer

Most insurers target healthy lives
Clean, quick, cheap

At The Exeter, we’re a bit different
We innovate, delivering cover for sectors of consumers 
who need it most

Introducing
Life Cover for hard to insure clients, by The Exete r 



Managed Life by The Exeter - Who to target? 

� Managed Life was launched last year as bespoke cover for 
type 2 diabetics and people with a high BMI.

� From today, HL Partnership advisers will have access to this 
newly extended cover.



Managed Life by The Exeter – Who to target?

� Two sectors 



What is an impaired life? 

� For protection insurance, it means clients who have serious or 
multiple health conditions, or have previously been declined cover. 



Impaired lives in practice – case studies 

High Body Mass Index (BMI) 

A male applicant who is 5 6’ and 22st 
4 lbs – resulting in a BMI of 50 with no 
other or related health disclosures 
they could expect; 

An indicative +425% loading 

Heart conditions 

A client with cardiovascular disease, 
who had two stents fitted after a heart 
attack 3 years ago, no other or related 
health disclosures they could expect;

An indicative +150% loading 

Heart conditions 

A client with cardiovascular disease, 
who had two stents fitted after a heart 
attack 3 years ago, no other or related 
health disclosures they could expect;

An indicative +150% loading 

Mental health

A customer with a complex mental 
history and an attempted suicide in 
the past, no other or related health 
disclosures they could expect;

An indicative +200% loading



Cover details 

� There are two types of 
benefit available
Level or decreasing

� Terminal illness cover 
inclusive

� Temporary benefits -
accidental death 
benefit and mortgage 
free cover benefit 

� No joint policies 
2 linked policies with a 
discount

� Does not include 
guaranteed insurability 
options or waiver of 
premium
Typically limited to 
“standard lives” 
policies 



The process

� Developed alongside specialist advisers, a process which delivers the 
following benefits. 

An online quote request form with the ability to upload supporting
medical evidence

A portal to retrieve and manage quotes

Automatic email updates linked to unique quotes reference
numbers and client name

Online apply journey pre-populated with quote details

E-forms for placing policies in trust

Data capture form for client visits.



Vast experience and expertise of the income protection market

Five star service for advisers and customers

The Exeter



Our Plus product range



Added flexibility 

• A wider range of claim periods – 2 year / 5 year / full term

• A wider range of waiting periods, from Day 1 to 1 Year

• A wider range of premium options, from reviewable to guaranteed



Added simplicity 

• Guaranteed Insurability Options included as standard

• Waiver of Premium improved and included as standard

• No deduction of state benefits from your client’s benefit



Added affordability 

Premium savings of up to 50%

Our lowest prices

+
Better features for your clients



Product plus – claims 

• We were the first IP provider to publish claims statistics

• We paid 91% of all claims in 2017

• We produce an annual infographic, providing the detail behind the 
data

We have a proven track record of paying claims and pioneered the release of 
statistics to the market



Close up on claims

In 2017, accidents, injuries, back and 
musculoskeletal problems accounted for 
nearly 60% of our paid claims, showing 
just how vulnerable good health is 



• Over the last 10 years we’ve paid an average of 95% of all 
income protection claims, providing a consistent service that 
you and your clients can rely on

Close up on claims



Product plus – Membership Benefits

The benefits of Exeter Assist

• Provides emotional support on issues that can’t 
be fixed with physical treatment or benefit 
payment

• Available to customers and their families at no 
additional cost 

• Available to use whether or not a claim has been made

• Support over the phone or via an online portal

• Provided by a leading specialist, Health Assured



GP Helpline 
- Available 365 days year, 24 hours a day
- Diagnosis
- Advice
- Second opinion

Private prescription service
- No more waiting for an appointment
- Available after consultation
- Delivered to your door

Virtual GP service 
- Online, face to face consultation 
- Arranged over the phone 
- Tablets and smartphones can be used for convenience

Product plus – Membership Benefits



Thank you

For Financial Advisers Only
The Exeter is a trading name of Exeter Friendly Society Limited, which is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by 
the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority (Register number 205309) and is incorporated under the Friendly 
Societies Act 1992 Register No. 91F with its registered office at Lakeside House, Emperor Way, Exeter, England EX1 3FD.

2017/2205
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Die without a will
• If you have a spouse or civil partner and children 

Your spouse or civil partner will inherit all your personal possessions and at least the 

first £250,000 of your estate, plus half the rest. Your children will then be entitled to 

the other half of the balance.

• If you have a spouse or civil partner but don’t have children
Your spouse or civil partner will inherit your whole estate. This includes your personal 

possessions.

• If you have children and your spouse or partner is deceased
Your children will inherit everything, divided equally between them.

• If you don’t have a partner or children
If you have no partner or children, then parents, brothers, sisters, and nieces and 

nephews may inherit your estate.



3 months: .



3 months: .

the average time administration 
(probate) takes following death



What is a Trust

A Trust is a legal document that ensures money from a 
policy claim is kept separate from an estate. It avoids tax 
and speeds up a payment.



A question of Tax

In all but a very few cases, setting up a trust will avoid 
inheritance Tax. 

No tax is charged on the Trust if the insurance you're paying 
for costs less than £3000 a year

or if it is paid for out of already taxed income.

If you are unsure whether a Trust is for you, you may wish to 
seek specialist legal or tax advice.



5 Reasons

• #1 Inheritance Tax

• #2 Avoid Probate Costs and Delays

• #3 Protect the Policy Proceeds

• #4 More Control

• #5 Flexibility



Policies in Trust
1/1/2016 - 2/7/2018

In Trust Not in Trust
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WHO’S INVOLVED?

There are 3 key roles in a trust.
What are they?

SETTLOR
(OR DONOR)

22
TRUSTEE

33
BENEFICIARY

PARTIES TO A TRUST. 



SPLITTING LEGAL AND BENEFICIAL INTERESTS

It’s important to understand that the legal and beneficial ownership of the policy are split.

Legal Ownership
Beneficial Ownership

Own Life Own Benefit Life Assured
Life Assured

Life of another Grantee (not the life assured) Grantee (not the life assured)

Assignment Assignee Assignee

Trust Trustees Beneficiaries

The settlor gives away both the legal and 
beneficial ownership.
The trustee takes the legal ownership.
The beneficiary takes the beneficial ownership.

Splitting Legal and Beneficial ownership.



SETTLOR TRUSTEE BENEFICIARY – WHO DOES WHAT? 1

The Settlor:
1. Gives away their policy (known as 

assignment). 
2. No longer legally own the policy and 

cannot benefit. 
3. Cannot reverse the assignment/‘turn 

off’ the trust. 

LEGAL TRANSFER

SETTLOR

TRUSTEE

BENEFICIAL                        TRANSFER

BENEFICIARY

LEGAL TRANSFER

T
R
U
S
T
E
E

The Beneficiary: Is entitled to the benefit (beneficial owner)… 

The Trustee:

1. Looks after the policy (legal owner)

2. Cannot benefit from the money personally*.

3. Will make any claim 

*It is possible to be a trustee and a beneficiary

but only when the trustee chooses to pay it to them - the trustee 
therefore controls the beneficial transfer.

Settlor, Trustee, Beneficiary who does what?



An example of a well known family using a trust for their life cover:

LEGAL TRANSFER
(THE POLICY IS ASSIGNED 
WITH A DEED)SETTLOR

“HOMER”
(GRANTEE 
AND LIFE 
ASSURED)

TRUSTEES
“PATTY AND 
SELMA”
(GRANTEE’S 
SISTERS IN LAW)

BENEFICIAL                   TRANSFER

BENEFICIARIES
“MARGE, LISA 
AND BART”
(GRANTEE’S 
FAMILY)

LEGAL TRANSFER
(THE MONEY IS 
TRANSFERRED AS CASH)

T
R
U
S
T
E
E

CLAIM
CASH

Settlor, Trustee, Beneficiary, who does what?



WHAT ABOUT CIC? 

The Settlor doesn’t own the policy, and 
cannot benefit from it.
What happens to their Critical illness benefit?

LEGAL TRANSFER

SETTLOR

TRUSTEE

BENEFICIAL                     TRANSFER

BENEFICIARY

LEGAL TRANSFER

T
R
U
S
T
E
E

CRITICAL ILLNESS PAYMENT

The Settlor can still benefit from any Critical 
Illness payment
This is because most provider trusts are 
automatically ‘Split Trusts’, with Critical Illness 
held as a retained benefit, ‘carved out’ from 
the trust.

What about Critical Illness?



Trusts – the fundamentals
• WHAT IS A TRUST?

• A trust is a simple legal arrangement 

• It allows one person (the settlor) to gift their life insurance policy to someone 

else (the beneficiary).

• The trust is looked after by the trustees, who take legal ownership of the 

policy, until the trust is paid out to the beneficiaries.

• If the policy in Trust was also written in a Will, the Trust would take 

precedence over the Will.

• WHO CAN SET UP A TRUST?

• Most life policies can be put into trust, so anyone who owns a policy can set 

one up.

• Most providers have trust set up facilities which you can use face to face with 

your clients. 



• There are four commonly used types of trusts:  

1) ABSOLUTE TRUSTS

� For when your clients want to make a complete 

and final list of specific named beneficiaries, 

without the ability to change or add to this in 

the future.

2) DISCRETIONARY TRUSTS

• These are the most flexible types of trusts we offer and allow for future 

changes to your clients family such as having more children or future 

grandchildren. It automatically includes their spouse, children and other 

family members.

Types of Trusts



3) SURVIVORS DISCRETIONARY TRUSTS

• For joint life policies only, where the money will be paid when the first 

person dies.

4) FLEXIBLE TRUSTS.

• A flexible trust is similar to a discretionary trust, but it is more complicated 

as there are two types of beneficiaries- default and discretionary. 

• This trust is commonly offered as some specialist advisers recommend them. 

Types of Trusts



Tax & Trusts



TRUSTS AND TAX- INHERITANCE TAX (IHT).

This is a tax usually paid 

from the estate when 

somebody dies.

• IHT can apply during a person’s lifetime on certain asset 

transfers, or if property is in trust.

• IHT rates are 40% over the threshold after death

Reducing IHT

• The amount owed may be reduced by an exemption. 

• The key two exemptions are:

1. Annual gift exemptions (up to £3,000 gifted per 

year and can carry forward anything unused for 1 

year)

2. Gifts from normal expenditure exemption.

• A Nil Rate Band is not an exemption, but it reduces the 

rate of IHT payable to 0% on the first £325,000 of gifts.



TRUSTS- CONSIDER THIS SCENARIO 
• George Ford has just paid off his mortgage and is now owns his home outright. He 

bought his house in Brighton in 1980 for £50,000 and it is now worth £325,000. 

• George is unmarried and lives with his partner Liz and they have two children. George 

has £100,000 life insurance but he hasn’t written a will, so Liz won’t automatically 

benefit from his estate.

Assets: 

• House    £325,000

• Life Insurance   £100,000

• Cash   £3,000

• Shares  £1,000

• Total Assets     £429,000

• IHT due @ 40% for estates 

worth over £325,000*. 

• *Nil rate band £325,000 as at 04/03/15.

• IF POLICY IN TRUST

• Assets £329,000 as life policy outside 

estate. 

• IHT due £329,000-£325,00 =£4,000 

over nil rate band.

• IHT DUE £4k x40% =£1600



TRUSTS- CONSIDER THIS SCENARIO 
• George Ford has just paid off his mortgage and is now owns his home outright. He 

bought his house in Brighton in 1980 for £50,000 and it is now worth £325,000. 

• George is unmarried and lives with his partner Liz and they have two children. George 

has £100,000 life insurance but he hasn’t written a will, so Liz won’t automatically 

benefit from his estate.

Assets: 

• House    £325,000

• Life Insurance   £100,000

• Cash   £3,000

• Shares  £1,000

• Total Assets     £429,000

• IHT due @ 40% for estates 

worth over £325,000*. 

• *Nil rate band £325,000 as at 04/03/15.

• IF POLICY NOT IN TRUST:

• Assets £429,000 as life policy included 

in the estate. 

• IHT due £429,000-£325,00 =£104,000 

over nil rate band.

• IHT DUE £104,000 x40% = £41,600
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Compliance Briefing



Agenda

• Customer Questionnaires using hlpCRM

• Complaints; process reminder; 
interest only (Pure Legal SAR);

recent case study

• Cybersecurity; payment push scams and 
steps to reduce risk to your business

• Fraud; guidance on fraud prevention



Customer Questionnaires

• Benefits:
Treating Customers Fairly analysis

Shows you care

Share good feedback with your team

Opportunity to take any negative points and improve these areas

Complaint handling

• How to issue a questionnaire
• Analysing results and actions; sharing with team and 

creating testimonials
• When and how to respond to customer



How to issue a questionnaire















Results

• Use Management Reports within hlpCRM Adviser
• Consider responses on a one by one basis, but also as an 

overview, using the reporting tool
• Don’t be over-defensive about poor feedback
• Consider what the customer is telling you and take the 

feedback on the chin
• Discuss with others in the business as necessary
• Think about improvements you can make
• Discuss findings with RCM during interim visits and annual 

audits



Other Topics

• Complaints; process reminder; 
interest only complaints (Pure Legal Subject Access Requests);

recent case study issued by Bob

• Cybersecurity; payment push scams and 

steps to reduce risk to your business
• Fraud; guidance on fraud prevention





Payment Push Scams

• Email footer text:

Important Warning: Please be aware of cybercrime. Do not respond to emails asking 

you to pay money. Never make a payment purely in response to an email. Always call 

the company to validate any payment requests and check the phone number 

independently from the email (i.e. via a secure web site). If you receive a phone call 

asking for payment ensure you are satisfied the call is genuine, or else call the 

company back to check. [Firm name] will not take responsibility if you transfer money 

to a fraudster in error. 





Questions
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